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Introduction
By Robin Worsnop – Chair
of the Edinburgh Tourism
Action Group (ETAG)
Welcome to the new Edinburgh –
A World Heritage City – Business
Opportunity Guide. This edition
has been updated with new ideas
and information about how tourism
businesses like yours can make the
most of the city’s extraordinary
built heritage and its designation
as a UNESCO World Heritage Site.
We know that Edinburgh’s visitors
come from across the globe to enjoy
its architecture and history. These

assets have been recognised as
world-class, with the Medieval Old
and Georgian New Towns jointly
given UNESCO World Heritage status,
putting them up there with iconic
visitor destinations such as the Great
Wall of China, the Pyramids and
Machu Picchu.
But how can you make the most
of this and use it to benefit your
business? This guide has been created
to help you find out. It is packed with
ideas and tips that will give you the
edge. It will also help you identify
opportunities to drive new business
and enhance the quality of your
visitor experience by making the most
of Edinburgh’s World Heritage status.

Did you know?

Did you know?

68% of visitors to Edinburgh

Edinburgh is the only city
in the world to have both
UNESCO World Heritage and
City of Literature status

are drawn by its history.

93% of visitors enjoy simply
walking the city’s streets.

“This is a city of shifting
light, of changing skies,
of sudden vistas. A city
so beautiful it breaks the
heart again and again.”
Alexander McCall Smith
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What World Heritage status
means to Edinburgh
Edinburgh gained World Heritage
status in 1995, in recognition of
the striking quality and contrast
in architecture and streetscape
between the Medieval Old Town
and the Georgian New Town.
Edinburgh’s status as a World Heritage
Site plays a key part in the marketing
of the city as an attractive place to live,
work, study, visit or invest.
World Heritage status highlights the
importance of an area and the need
to protect it for future generations. It
also attracts higher spending cultural
and heritage visitors. Visitors who can
– and do – bring business to your door.
For tourism businesses and
organisations in Edinburgh, it
provides a unique opportunity to
engage with visitors by helping them
experience what makes Edinburgh so
special. This USP can only truly be
harnessed if we take pride in our
history and heritage, and identify
ways to share them with visitors.

Why World Heritage status matters to Edinburgh
1. World Heritage status is a quality indicator that can be used for
marketing to visitors around the world. It demonstrates that
Edinburgh is in the ‘premier league’ of world attractions - on a par
with Machu Picchu and the Great Wall of China - a destination with
an internationally recognised history that is worth experiencing.
2. It covers a large area of the city (all of Edinburgh City Centre,
including the Old and New Town), enabling the best of the city to be
marketed as a single offering.

UNESCO has recognised 1007 sites in 161 countries.
Of these 779 are cultural, 197 are natural and 31 are dual sites
There are five World Heritage Sites in Scotland:
St Kilda, Heart of Neolithic Orkney, The Antonine Wall, New Lanark

Edinburgh’s Old and New Towns

IDEAS TO TRY
• Mention the World Heritage Site on your website (remember to say how
close it is to your business if you are not within the official area).
• If you are working with Edinburgh World Heritage, promote your
connection, use the Edinburgh World Heritage logo on your web site and
make sure people know you work with them.
• Recommend places that are off the usual tourist route – everyone knows
about the Castle, but if you help your guests discover something unusual
they’ll get more from their visit. Visit www.ewht.org.uk for some ideas.
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St Stephen’s Church

Calton Hill
Dean Village

Palace of
Holyroodhouse

New Town

Royal Mile
Edinburgh Castle
West End

McEwan’s Hall

It can be easy for those of us who live and work in the city to take our
glorious built heritage in Edinburgh for granted. How many times have you
walked along Princes Street without glancing up at the dramatic Castle
scenes? Or perhaps you have hurried to work through Charlotte Square
unaware that you are in a classically designed 18th century cityscape, a
Robert Adam masterpiece of world standing?
It is important to remember that,
though we can enjoy these sites every
day, visitors are willing to travel across
the globe for the opportunity to be
immersed in Edinburgh’s history. For
many visitors, just walking around the
streets and soaking up all that the city
offers is a unique and memorable
experience. Tourism businesses can
benefit from this compelling draw by
thinking about how to use it to
enhance their own offering.
Encourage your guests to explore
other areas that have just as much
history – and just as many picture
perfect settings – to enjoy, but which
are off the main tourist trail. The map
shows the scale of the area that the
World Heritage Site covers. Many
areas within it are not being fully
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explored, for example, visitors may
miss Dean Village or the Water or
Leith. Helping your guests discover
such hidden gems will not only make
them feel they have experienced a
secret part of the city, but it can help
encourage repeat custom.
The large area covered by the World
Heritage Site also gives visitors an
incentive to venture beyond the
stunning, but obvious, routes of the
Royal Mile and Princes Street.
Edinburgh’s World Heritage Site,
particularly the Old Town, is home to
some of the city’s most popular
attractions including Edinburgh
Castle and The National Museum of
Scotland. That doesn’t mean, however,
that the city’s many other offerings
should be overlooked.
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IDEAS TO TRY
• Do you have a view of the
Edinburgh skyline? Use it in
your marketing materials as a
unique selling point.
• Create your own heritage trail
from your business around
the city and promote it to your
visitors. Your trail can be either a
map starting and finishing at your
site (or connecting your business
with others in your cluster) or it
can be a guided walk or tour.
• Find out unusual information
about the heritage of your
area so that you can impress
your guests with your local
knowledge. Remember that
weird and wonderful facts, and
interesting stories about the
history of your area can really
appeal to people – and make
you look like an expert.

Edinburgh – A World Heritage City

What Edinburgh’s World
Heritage Site means to visitors
Most of Edinburgh’s visitors (68%)
are drawn by its history – as such,
the city’s status as a World Heritage
Site cannot be overlooked when it
comes to marketing your business.
From the Georgian splendour of the
New Town to the chance to stay in
a hotel with history in the heart of
the Old Town, the diversity of the
World Heritage Site means that it has
something for everyone.
That’s why Edinburgh’s World Heritage
status is such a strong selling point
for your business. It provides a unique
added value, which, if you market it
correctly, can make your business stand
out and help you attract more visitors.
The Edinburgh Visitors Survey on the
ETAG web site (www.etag.org.uk) has
more information about visitors to the
city in terms of their profile, what they
like to do and what their expectations
are. This is valuable information to
help you develop new or existing
products and services to meet what
visitors are looking for.

Motivation to visit Edinburgh
Historic city

68%

Castle

49%

A previous visit

27%

Beautiful / picturesque
setting

62%

What do Visitors do when they get here
Walking around the city

93%

Shopping

73%

Going out to restaurants

71%

Visiting attractions

64%

Going out to pubs / bars

60%

IDEAS TO TRY
World Heritage visitors cover
a range of demographics, so
it is best to consider the main
activities that visitors enjoy and
then look at ways to offer that
with an added heritage element.
We know that most visitors
enjoy walking around the city –
could you offer itineraries that
help visitors explore the unseen
side of the city, via some of the
beautiful streets in the World
Heritage area?

What most impressed you about the city?
Architecture / buildings

80%

Historic town / buildings

69%

Everything is in walking
distance

66%

Castle

65%

Source: Edinburgh Visitor Survey 2013

Did you know?

Did you know?

VisitBritain has a lot of
information related to the
heritage & cultural visitor that
businesses will find useful –
www.visitbritain.org

Tourism Intelligence Scotland
have guides that can help
businesses understand visitors,
including cultural visitors –
www.tourism-intelligence.co.uk

• If you are based in the New
Town, you could suggest a
walk to the Royal Botanic
Gardens, that takes in Queen
Street Gardens and Robert
Louis Stevenson’s House.

• Many visitors enjoy shopping,
so a picturesque walk to the
boutiques of William Street
or St Stephen Street could
prove popular.

• There are a huge range of
existing tours catering for
a wide range of interests,
such as architecture, pubs
and ghost tours. See www.
visitscotland.com for details.
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Opportunities for businesses
Every Edinburgh-based tourism
business can benefit from the city’s
World Heritage status. Most visitors
choose Edinburgh because of the
things that make it a World Heritage
Site – they choose the city before they
choose what to do when they get here.
Edinburgh is a picture perfect
destination, and you can help them
discover more by having stories of the
city to hand, helping ensure that they
have an even better experience. Think
about fun and engaging ways to bring
our city’s history to life. People connect
with stories more than with facts, so
perhaps some of the following ideas
would grab your visitors’ attention.

Edinburgh’s historic ‘celebrities’
The city’s been home to many famous people and there are many buildings,
venues or plaques that your visitors may be interested in tracking
down during their stay – here are a few that they may want to see:

• Telephone pioneer, Alexander Graham Bell was born at 16 South
Charlotte Street in the New Town – a commemorative marker
indentifies the property.
• Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, famous for his stories about the detective
Sherlock Holmes, was born in Picardy Place.
• Philosopher Adam Smith lived in Panmure House off the
Canongate.

By working with other tourism
businesses you can create an offering
that not only showcases Edinburgh’s
rich history and heritage, but also
helps increase visitor numbers.
Remember, Edinburgh offers visitors
something unique and you should
make the most of this and help your
customers to do the same.

• The famous author Robert Louis Stevenson was born and bred in
Edinburgh, and once lived at 17 Heriot Row.

Even if you’re outwith the World
Heritage Site, you can still look at the
heritage in your area and showcase
its history.

• The famous poet Robert Burns once stayed in the White Hart Inn
on the Grassmarket, making it a perfect place for those with a
passion for the nation’s bard to have a drink.

• Infamous thief Deacon Brodie, reputed to be the inspiration for
Robert Louis Stevenson’s Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr. Hyde,
has a pub on the Royal Mile named after him, and his former
workshop in Brodie’s Close is now a café.

Telling Stories
The stories that visitors tell when they return home are important for generating positive word of mouth for a
destination and it’s down to tourism businesses to help create that story. The Central Library houses the most
comprehensive collection of material related to Edinburgh’s history, it’s not only a visitor experience in itself, but also
a wonderful research resource for local businesses looking to tell their area’s story.
www.ourtownstories.co.uk has extensive information about Edinburgh’s heritage presented in an appealing way
that’s easy to use. For more information contact informationdigital@edinburgh.gov.uk
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Opportunities for businesses
The power of collaboration
Visitors to Edinburgh often want
to discover the people, places and
events that make the city unique.
Tourism locations and activities
that reflect the city’s heritage give
them an experience beyond what any
theme park or replica can offer.
Promoting the historic places and
events that make Edinburgh unique not
only gives visitors a special experience, it
helps give residents a sense of place.

Did you know?
The List offers a free widget
and events feed that’s an easy
way for you to insert real-time,
upcoming local events into your
website or blog. The widget and
feed are free, find out more at
http://widgets.list.co.uk

Did you know?
@Edinburgh has nearly
30,000 followers, so join in
the conversation on Twitter
to tap into that audience.

Events: Edinburgh has a calendar of events that your business can
use to attract more visitors. By linking your business with an event you
offer your customers more. Popular heritage linked events include:
• Edinburgh Doors Open Day: an annual event which lets residents and
visitors explore some of Edinburgh’s most architecturally, culturally
and socially significant buildings. From historic landmarks to the
city’s newest buildings, Doors Open Day gives visitors free access to
properties that are either not usually open to the public or that would
normally charge an entry fee. Takes place each September, for more
information see www.doorsopendays.org.uk
• World Heritage Day: held every year on 18 April to raise awareness of
the world’s cultural and natural diversity. Why not team up with other
local businesses to create an event or offering connected to the day? Get
in touch with Edinburgh World Heritage to find out more
• Previously… Scotland’s History Festival: one of Edinburgh’s newest
festivals takes place in November. Could you work with them to
develop a package or host an event? Contact: Susan Morrison or Ian
Harrower at www.historyfest.co.uk
• Edinburgh’s Literary Story: Literary events and festivals take place
across Edinburgh throughout the year. The City of Literature Trust
opens the book on Edinburgh literary life and has put the visitor at the
heart of planning experiences. For more information on literary events
visit www.cityofliterature.com
• Free Entry to Historic Scotland Properties on St Andrew’s Day: every
year on St Andrew’s day (30th November) Historic Scotland open the
doors to a wide range of their properties. Can you tie in an offer with
this initiative? Visit www.historic-scotland.gov.uk for information.

IDEAS TO TRY
Keep up-to-date with what is
happening in Edinburgh by
following these Twitter accounts:

@EdinburghWH
@ETAG_UK
@LostEdinburgh
@ScotlandsPubs

@WestEndVillager
@EdinHour
@GoGreenEWH
@EdinCityofLit

@LoveEdinburgh
@GrassmarketEdin
@EssentialEdin
@edinburgh
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Opportunities for businesses
Raising the Bar –
Edinburgh’s Historic pubs
From unassuming watering holes that have quenched the
thirsts of generations of students to cosy hostelries offering
the finest drams available, Edinburgh has some of Scotland’s
most popular and historic public houses. Historic Scotland
has produced a postcard book documenting some of
Scotland’s best-loved pubs which is available as a PDF from
www.historic-scotland.gov.uk.
This is now available as a book to celebrate a key part of
Edinburgh – the most acclaimed drinking establishments
the city has to offer.
Some historic pubs – or pubs located in historic buildings –
to tell your guest about include: Cafe Royal, Guilford Arms,
Bannermans, Standing Order, The White Hart Inn, Kay’s
Bar and The Dome

Did you know?
There is a free App “The Scotland’s Pubs and Bars – A Story to Tell” that helps visitors discover the role that pubs and
bars play in telling visitors the great stories of Edinburgh and Scotland. Visitors can search by location and theme by
simply downloading the app onto their phone or tablet. www.scotlandspubsandbars.co.uk
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Be Inspired - Case Studies
Inspired by local history
Zizzi Edinburgh Roxburgh Court opened in June 2013. The design
throughout the restaurant is inspired by the rich local history, especially
the area’s connection with the law courts. For example, the design uses
contrasting furniture styles and long benches to mimic courtroom pews
and formality. Books play a strong part in the restaurant for several
reasons, the main one being the area’s ties to the Advocate’s Library, which
is regarded as one of the best working law libraries in the British Isles.
The art scene in this area was also historically very important,
Advocates Close is credited with having the first known art gallery. At
Zizzi, art is very important, the illustrations drawn by up-and-coming
visual artist, Amy Murray, all make reference to the rich local history.

Crowne Plaza Edinburgh - Royal Terrace
Royal Terrace is close to the eastern boundary of the World Heritage
Site and is one of the city’s architectural gems. The street has a unique
history that started with its design by William Playfair. The hotel has
produced a historical guide to the area that tells the story of Royal
Terrace and some of the famous former residents of the street.
“By celebrating the heritage of the area the hotel is in, we are building
on the appeal of Edinburgh. We are creating a positive story for guests
to share with their friends and family upon their return home. When
they describe their hotel, they can also share a historical tale and create
a connection between the past and present”.
Lucja Leonard, General Manager

IDEAS TO TRY
• Make yourself an invaluable expert – offer information and help to visitors, this not only enables them enjoy their
visit more, but it helps establish your credibility as a local expert.
• Tip visitors off about things that might not be widely known about to help them get the most from their visit. For
example, tell them how to arrange a guided private tour of The Palace of Holyroodhouse.
• Encourage your guests to take a literary walk around the gracious New Town where Burns, Scott, and David Hume
have all been residents.

Edinburgh Tourism Action Group / Business Opportunities: Edinburgh – A World Heritage City |
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Be Inspired - Case Studies
Fraser Suites Edinburgh

Parliament House Hotel

Nearly every building within the World Heritage Site
has a story to tell. The Fraser Suites used theirs to create
a brochure that is available in every one of their rooms.
Created in conjunction with Edinburgh World Heritage,
the brochure tells the story of the premises. Heather
McNamee of Fraser Suites said,

Parliament House Hotel has embraced the heritage
of the building and surrounding area to provide a
unique experience for guests. They use their history as
a promotional tool – making it a prominent element of
their website and offering guests the chance to sleep in
a piece of Edinburgh’s history as well as explore it. They
share the history of the building and the area, explaining
how it went from being
the separate village of
High Caltoun to becoming
part of Edinburgh in
the 18th Century and
eventually being known as
Calton Hill. As well as this
history, their website also
features a walking trail
that starts at the hotel and
they also suggest itinerary
tailored to different
lengths of stay so even
those on a brief visit can
find something for them.

“I wanted to showcase the historical importance
of the hotel to guests and staff alike. We have
guests from all over the world stay here and our
beautiful property and its heritage is always a
real talking point. I wanted to produce a brochure
that encapsulated the history of the property and
surrounding area. So far the feedback from both
staff and guests suggests there’s real interest in
this sort of resource”.
Guests also have the option of buying a copy of the
brochure to take home and spread further the heritage
story of Edinburgh. They have also created a bespoke
walking tour of the Old Town that starts at their premises.

IDEAS TO TRY
Edinburgh’s World Heritage site, particularly the Old Town, is home to some of the most visited attractions in the city including
Edinburgh Castle and The National Museum of Scotland. Don’t, however, forget the many other places across the World
Heritage site. Recommend some hidden gems – as listed below – to encourage visitors to experience new parts of the city.
• The Archivist’s Garden, General Registrar House, Water of Leith Walkway, St Bernard’s Well, The Burns Monument,
St Stephen Street, Surgeons’ Hall Museums
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Be Inspired - Case Studies
Heritage for Business Tourism
Edinburgh’s heritage appeals as much to the events and incentives
market as the leisure visitor one. The overall location matters as much
to businesses as the specific venue they choose. Edinburgh’s history
makes it stand out from other UK cities – and gives delegates plenty
to explore during their downtime.
There are a number of unique venues in the city that provide an
interesting backdrop for dinners or business meetings. These include
the city’s many museums, the Signet Library, the Assembly Rooms
and Underground Edinburgh.
Are you using the city’s heritage to sell your venue to business visitors?

Historic Edinburgh - The perfect setting
As a business that helps companies find locations for their
photography or film shoots, we’re constantly reminded of the appeal
of Edinburgh’s heritage and built environment. Clients are drawn to
the variety of locations, historic and modern, that are within close
proximity to each other.

Did you know?
You can find the latest VisitScotland
marketing opportunities at
http://marketingopps.visitscotland.com

- or get in touch with your
VisitScotland tourism advisor
for more information

“The Georgian-property fronts, cobbled streets, Old Town
closes and iconic architecture provide a timeless backdrop that
photographers and producers adore. But just round the corner
there will be something much more modern or contemporary
that is also a visual treat. Plus, there are certain points across
the city, such as Calton Hill, Arthurs Seat or Dundas Street,
where the elevated position combines the natural and built
environments to create stunning locations.”
Meriel Bunnie-Gillies, Creative Development, Location Scotland
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Be Inspired - Case Studies
Waldorf Astoria Edinburgh
An historic hotel at a landmark location,
the Caledonian has embraced the
heritage within and beyond its walls
to enhance their guest experience,
as General Manager, Dale MacPhee,
explains, “We are fortunate that working
in partnership with Edinburgh World
Heritage enables us to share our
wonderful history with our guests. In
the summer of 2011 we launched three
external walking trails, then, following
an extensive £24 million refurbishment
in 2012, we launched an internal walking
trail. Our guests love them, as it gives
them the opportunity to learn about
history at their leisure and at no cost”.

Did you know?
Greater Grassmarket BID developed
in partnership with EHW a local
trail, which takes visitors around
local businesses by focusing on
the history of individual buildings
or sites. Visitors can use the
Edinburgh World Heritage app or
find information about the trails in
venues across the BID area.
See www.greatergrassmarket.co.uk for
more information or download the
Edinburgh - World Heritage City App
from www.ewht.org.uk

Edinburgh World Heritage Official Tour
Following the success of a downloadable guide to one of Lothian Buses’ services,
Edinburgh Bus Tours in partnership with Edinburgh World Heritage created the
‘Edinburgh World Heritage Official Tour’. The tour offers visitors the opportunity
to discover fascinating facts about historical events and people that have shaped
Edinburgh’s iconic landmarks in and around the UNESCO World Heritage Sites of
Edinburgh’s Old and New Towns.
The tour has a stop at the Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh which, although not
part of the World Heritage Site offers spectacular views of it – a great example of
thinking creatively about how to add value to your offering.
“Research shows that Edinburgh’s heritage is a key reason visitors choose to come
to the city, which is why we wanted to create a tour that showcased the World
Heritage Site properly, rather than just focussing on the usual attractions”
Elaine Green, Edinburgh Bus Tours
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Next Steps – making the most
of the opportunities
Edinburgh’s history and heritage is
an integral part of the city’s tourism
appeal. Tourism businesses in
Edinburgh and beyond will use the
World Heritage status in different
ways. Consider how you can best use
this fantastic asset to create
memorable visitor experiences.
Develop packages, create offers and
joint marketing initiatives – think
about what will appeal to visitors
and work with other companies to
put together a package that meets
that demand.

Ten things to try now
1

Pictures and videos paint a thousand words – in every language. The
images you use should give people a real flavour of Edinburgh, your
location and the area it’s in – and if a picture paints a thousand words,
think what a short video on your site would say to your visitors

2

Check school holiday calendars so you can develop and offer new
history/heritage experiences to attract families during school holidays.
Why not try promoting events at Edinburgh’s historic attractions where
kids can see re-enactments or participate on activities that can give
them memorable experiences. Check website below for ideas.
www.dayoutwiththekids.co.uk/things-to-do/Edinburgh

3

Do you have a view of the World Heritage Site from outside it? Make
it a selling point

4

Provide your visitors with recommendations for photo opportunities
or views that capture the unique history and heritage of the city

5

Create a library of books and films with an Edinburgh connection
for your guests to enjoy during their stay

6

Encourage your guests to use the City of Literature maps and trails

7

Can you offer themed nights or events based around key historical
figures connected to your area?

8

Consider putting together your own pub tour of the Old and New
Towns for visitors to follow, including your own favourites. Or
suggest one that already exists.

9

Could you suggest an interesting walk to a restaurant? Perhaps you
could collaborate with a restaurant to offer special deals to your
customers who walk the route?

10

Use social media to challenge your guests to take best photo or share
their tips. It’s an easy way to engage with people, it helps create a
buzz and it lets your guests tell the world how much they enjoyed
their time with you.

Edinburgh Tourism Action Group / Business Opportunities: Edinburgh – A World Heritage City |
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Working with Edinburgh
World Heritage
Edinburgh World Heritage (EWH) protects and conserves
Edinburgh’s World Heritage Status. It is a charity funded
by charitable donations, Historic Scotland and the City of
Edinburgh Council.
They have a number of resources to help tourism businesses
to use ‘Edinburgh World Heritage’ to promote their business.
How EWH can help your business
With so much on offer for the visitor you need to consider
how you can best use Edinburgh’s World Heritage status to
grow your business and how to create memorable visitor
experiences. Edinburgh’s heritage is an integral part of the
city’s tourism appeal. It’s on your doorstep and unique to your
city, make the most of it – and help your guests do the same.
Work with EWH to grow your business
If you’re thinking about developing new products and
experiences for your visitors around Edinburgh’s World
Heritage status, EWH have a wide variety of FREE resources
available to help you introduce new tourism cultural and
heritage opportunities.

Edinburgh World Heritage Resources:

• Imagery – EWH has a wealth of pictures and
photographs of Edinburgh (past and present) that you
can use in marketing activity.
• Information Guides – If your guests or staff want to
learn more about the World Heritage Site, EWH can
provide brief guides that will help them discover the city
and its heritage.
• What’s Going On – The EWH newsletter will keep you up
to date with all the important developments within the
World Heritage Site.
• EWH Website – This is a source of updated information
about the World Heritage Site - www.ewht.org.uk
• Campaigns – EWH run an annual campaign that
promotes a particular message around the built
environment. Businesses can incorporate this campaign
into their own marketing activity.
• Are you already working with EWH? – If you are, then
consider how you might work more closely with them.
If you have still to take the first step or are looking
for something more specific, contact David Hicks
Communications Manager (davidhicks@ewht.org.uk)

• Copy – Lost for words to describe Edinburgh’s stunning
architecture? EWH can provide you with compelling
copy to help you sell the city.
• Logo – The EWH logo can be used by private businesses
that have worked with them in the past. (Please note
that the UNESCO World Heritage logo can only be used
by public bodies and should not be used by any other
business.)
• Trails – Link in with the 8 trails developed by EWH or
create your own to help your visitors experience different
parts of the World Heritage Site.
• Your building’s history – In return for a donation, EWH
will research the history of your building; you can use
this information to create information packs, marketing
materials or to brief your staff so that they can share it
with guests.
• iPhone App – Four city tours with maps, zoomable highresolution images and a game for visitors to play as they
explore. Users can add comments and photos, or send a
postcard to a friend.
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Additional support
and resources
”This profusion of
eccentricities, this
dream in masonry
and living rock is
not a drop scene in a
theatre, but a city in
the world of reality.”
Robert Louis Stevenson

ETAG organises a wide range of business events, from short Business
Briefings, which provide an insight into new developments in the city, to full
day workshops on hot topics like making the most of social media.
To keep up to date with the latest information, events, developments and
business opportunities for Edinburgh’s tourism sector: www.etag.org.uk
This Guide is just one of a series available from ETAG, all of which have
been devised to help increase business and enhance the visitor experience
in Edinburgh.
Organisations that can help your business
Edinburgh Tourism Action Group

www.etag.org.uk

Edinburgh World Heritage

www.ewht.org.uk

Scottish Enterprise

www.scotent.co.uk

VisitScotland

www.visitscotland.org

Marketing Edinburgh

www.marketingedinburgh.org

Tourism Intelligence Scotland

www.tourism-intelligence.co.uk

City of Edinburgh Council

www.edinburgh.gov.uk

City of Literature Trust

www.cityofliterature.com

Essential Edinburgh

www.essentialedinburgh.co.uk

Greater Grassmarket

www.grassmarket.net

Useful Web Sites
Doors Open Day - www.doorsopendays.org.uk
Previously….Scotland’s History Festival - www.historyfest.co.uk
Our Town Stories - www.ourtownstories.co.uk
Capital Collections - www.capitalcollections.org.uk
St Andrews day - www.scotland.org/celebrate-scotland/st-andrews-day/
This guide produced with financial
support from Scottish Enterprise.
Photo Credits:
Edinburgh World Heritage
© Crown Copyright reproduced courtesy of Historic
Scotland. www.historicscotlandimages.gov.uk
Edinburgh Inspiring Capital
www.edinburgh-inspiringcapital.com
National Galleries of Scotland
www.caferoyaledinburgh.co.uk
www.culturescouture.com
www.crowneplaza.com
Copy written, designed and produced by
Business Tourism Solutions, 2014

Literary City Walking Trails - www.cityofliterature.com (The Literary City/Walking Trails)
Apps – download for free from iTunes - www.apple.com/uk/itunes
Scotland’s Pubs - A Story to Tell
Edinburgh World Heritage City
Edinburgh Bookshops Trail
Ian Rankin’s Edinburgh
Edinburgh Map and Walks
Widgets
The List – http://widgets.list.co.uk
Podcasts
Edinburgh World Heritage Podcasts - http://www.ewht.org.uk/multimedia
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The Vision for Tourism in Edinburgh in 2020
Edinburgh is a world class city, competing successfully as
one of Europe’s top visitor destinations, investing in its
tourism assets, products and services to provide a unique
and compelling year round visitor experience.
Achieving the Vision
The Aims: The Strategy has a primary aim:
To increase the value of tourism to the city creating
a thriving, profitable tourism industry and delivering
high levels of economic, cultural and social benefit to
Edinburgh and Scotland as a whole.
And a supplementary aim:
To enhance the city’s image and reputation by developing
tourism in ways which will greatly strengthen
perceptions nationally and internationally of Edinburgh
as an outstanding city - truly a world class city - in which
to live, work, study and invest, as well as to visit.
Objectives: Supporting the Aims are three clear
objectives to be achieved by 2020:
Objective 1; increase the number of visits by one third by
2020: The target is to increase the number of visits from
3.27m visits to 4.39m visits, generating an additional 4.15
million visitor nights.
Objective 2; increase the value of every visitor’s spend by
10% by 2020: The target is to increase spend from £310.40
to £341.44 per visitor trip. Combined with increasing the
visitors by a third this will generate an additional £485
million per annum by 2020, taking the total visitor spend
from £1.01bn to £1.5bn in today’s prices.
Objective 3; reduce seasonality across the sector: The
target is to achieve 50% of the additional growth during
the months of October to March and reduce the current
40:60 split in visits to 43:57 between October to March and
April to September

www.etag.org.uk
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